Generation 2

ClearView+

Desktop Video Magnifier

The Generation 2 ClearView+ sets the standard for desktop reading
machines. Re-engineered for maximum comfort, functionality and
image quality, nothing on the market compares.
Redesigned using state of the art HQV® image processing
technology, the image quality is unparalleled. The all new
ClearView+ has smoother character edges, vivid colors and higher
contrast.
All units are HD compatible and can be upgraded to true HD image
quality, enabling full A4/Letter text overview and very smooth
characters, even at very low magnification levels. The advanced
technology creates an optimal reading environment with smooth,
crisp images, decreasing eye fatigue. This means faster reading for
longer periods of time.
Already renowned for simplicity, the Generation 2 takes the
concept one step further. The ClearView+ can be upgraded with
an “AutoZoom” feature pack or the “Zero Button” module. These
upgrades automatically convert and display text in the user’s
preferred pre-set magnification and contrast. Simply rest your
hands on the comfortable wrist pad, place your document on the
xy-table and the ClearView+ takes care of the rest.
The ClearView+ redefines ergonomic design. For perfect
ergonomic distance between the eye and the monitor, the
ClearView+ 19” and 22” monitors come with a five directional
“Ultra Flexible TFT Arm”. The Ultra Flexible Arm (UFA)
allows the user to adjust the monitor to their preferred
position with ease. The screen can be moved up or down,
telescoped forward or backward, tilted, and angled left or
right. The UFA also rotates 90-degrees and automatically
flips the image to enable column reading.
No matter what you would like to do – view photos,
read your favorite book or write letters – the Optelec
ClearView+ can be fit to meet your needs.
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